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Harvard Prof tells of the Final Civil Rights Act
By Steve Ch.a lk
Derrick A. Bell, Jr., professor of law at
Harvard Uruversity, believes the use of
allegory brings out the complexityof people's
viewpoints. He put his beliefs into practice
Wednesday evening before approximately
400 people in Honigman Auditorium, presenting the story of "The Final Civil RJghts
Act: (See "The Final Act.")
Before telling the story, Bell spoke of
the importance of diversity in law school
faculties . "An all-white, male facu lly will
not do,· Bell said. because such a composition inadequately prepares people for legal
practice in a heterogeneous world. Last
fall, Bell took an unpaid leave of absence
from Harvard in protest against that school's
failure to hire rn1nority faculty In adequate
numbers.
Bell noted the contradictions between
what Is "preached" and what Is practiced In
law schools. While law schools are staunch
defenders of meritocracy, "legal academicians actually receive what most Socialist
governments can only promJse. • He noted
that university faculty members are compensated · each according to their need.
rather than their worth.·
Bell insisted that his demand for more
dJversity in hiring ls rooted in an apprecia-

Uon for merit. Most law professors, he said,
·worship meritocratlc concepts .. . as long
as they and theirs define merit. ·
His efforts. Bell said. confront a law
school faculty culture that. while · not evil
. . . is insular and defensive.· Such a
culture "do[es) not welcome either changes
or things that connote change:
Bell acknowledged cr iticisms that he
seeks only to substitute his own "ideological conformity" for lhe sameness he opposes. "I plead guilty" to that charge. he
said, but added that his Ideology Is one of
diversity. of "adding different people who
have divergent views on law and life.·
Bell also spoke of the paradox of "acceptance" people of color face. While according to one of Bell's s tudents at Harvard - people of color "lack standing" In
American society, the person of color who
criticizes other people of color achieves a
"super-standing" because she "comfort[s)
By Steve Chalk
... lhe white establishment,· Bell said.
The story Is set in 1996 (the lOOth
And yet. even he has fed into this anruversary of Plessy v. Ferguson), beginparadox. Bell said. The very fact of his ning as the President signs the "The Final
success, though rooted in criticism of the Civil RightsAct"into law. The.Act legalizes
legal establish ment. "casts a credibility racial discrimJnation.licenses and taxes it,
upon Harvard Law School that It does not
and uses the proceeds to better the posideserve.·
tion of Blacks. "Discrimination must be

'The Final Civil Rights Act"

Students 'Die' to Protest the War
By Tim Pohle
Third-year law student Steve Pic.It called
It a ·coincidence. but a poignant coincidence.· Pick and about a dozen other
uniVersity students staged a die-in at noon
last Wednesday outside of Honglman
Auditorium. hoping to "symbolize the very
real deaths being lnflJcted hour-by-hour
and day-by-day in Iraq." Pick said.
At the same Ume the firs t details of the
allied bombing of a building housing hundreds of Iraqi civilians (and a military
communications center, according to the
allles) were becoming known and students
had very real Images with which to associ-

ate protests like the die-ln.
The protest was sponsored by Law
In these circumstances. Pick said, · Students Against the War (LSAW). but
students would more likely "stop and think" most of the participants in the die-in were
about the war. To emphasize their point. from Studen ts Against U.S. Intervention in
Pick and some other participants had a the Middle East (SAUSI). According to
letter "E" written on their foreheads. "That Pick. LSAW currently has about 25 actiVe
is a convention In triage which means members.
'expectant,' that you are expected to die
The die-in was the last in a series
a nd so put aside." Pick said.
sponsored by various groups around
Pick was unsure how to assess general campus and Ann Arbor. In addition to a
reaction to the protest as he "Was on my "mass die-In" staged at Briarwood Mallback staring up. I couldn't see much." which drew about 50 people and included
Students did not exhibit any outright hos- students from other universities.- about
Ullty and did show some In terest In picking 5 other smaller die-Ins were staged around
up handouts offered by the group.
campus last week. according to Pick.

applied on a non-selective basis.· Bell noted.
and not merely as "Insurance against discrimination suits.·
The story consists of a dialogue between Professor Bell and "Geneva.· a black
woman who advocates passage of the Act.
As Geneva perceives it, the Act acquires Its
virtue from its abillty to face reality. "Think
abou t it. Derrick.· she insists. "Legislation
like the 1996Act may be all that Blacks can
expect.· By funnelling profits from the
license sales to fund Black housing and
education. It Improves economJc conditions while acknowledging the ·necessity of
Black subordination to an ongoing. stable
American economic society.·
When Bell invokes the message "We
shall overcome.· Geneva tells him to face
life as it really ls. "We hold the dreams
about a truly integrated society for evasive
reasons,· she says. Dealing with racism,
she adds. is like coping with death: only by
facing its lnevltabillty can people overcome
Its power.
One of Bell's pleas to Geneva detects
the "terrn1nal despair" in her attitude. and
yet after presenting "The Final Civil Rights
Act.· Bell seemed to recognize this part of
Geneva in himself. He spoke of remaining
hopeful while fighting against a system
that he does not believe '\\ill ever accept his
dreams - at least not as he env\sions them.
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- Letters to the Editor
Put Your Skills to Use
To the Law School:
Probably not too many of you have even heard of the
University's Central Student Judiciary and the Court of
Common Pleas. These courts make up the court system
for the University of Michigan's student government.
This semester . I was elected to Chief Justice of the
C.S.J . I mention this fact mostly to gtve Mike Warren a
largercaseofresume envy(see J anuary 16th'sRG.). But
I also mention It because I need your help.
Over the past few years. the courts have heard several
interesting cases Involving discrimination, libel. and free
speech Issues. among others. The biggest criticisms we
have had. however. are that no one brings suit outside of
people who are very Involved ln University-wide student
government. and that people who d o bring cases do not
know enough about the law to argue the cases effectively.
If any of you ou t there would be interested in representing clients before the courts, I would love to hear from
you. Now before you start whining about being behind ln
your cite-checking. your open brief, or your outlines. let
me say that Ifyou gtve me your name and phone number.
you are making no time commitmen t. All it means is that
we will provide your name to people bringing suJts. They
will call you. explain their case, and you can choose
whether or not to take it. If you do take it, you get some
great court experience. plus you get to actually help
protect somebody's rights (unlike moot court or those
nasty Case-Club oral arguments). It also make a great
topic of conversation at law firm interviews.
The court Is also looking into expanding Its jurisd iction. becoming involved in arbitration. and amending its
rules of procedure to make lt more accessible. If you want
to know more about the court. or have any helpful
suggestions, drop a note in my pendaflex or give me a call
at 764-9048. We are also having an information session
on March 17in the MSA chambers (Third floor, Michigan
Union) which you are more than welcome to a ttend.
Finally. If you feel you have been wronged in any way
by a University organization, indlv1dual. or MSA (see any
of Mike Warren's articles). talk to us about initiating a suit.
We have extremely relaxed rules of standing (e.g.. If you
pay the mandatory MSA fee, you have standing over
whether MSAdistribu tes money according to Its rules). So

feel free to consult us anytime. We exlst to protect your
rights, but if no one brings a claim, we can do nothing.
Sincerely.
Mike Troy (2Ll

Die-In a Reminder
To the Editor:
So how about the folks who were dying-in in the law
s chool Wednesday? Someone called them "freaks. ·
Someone else said "Go back to your own school.· Maybe
we s hould thank them for reminding us that there is a war
going on. It's easy to forget about dead soldiers and
cMlians as we sign up for Lexls training and on-campus
In terviews. Most days I feel like the war goes on only
between Ctv Pro and Property when I read about It in the
newspaper and have another cup of coffee.
The United Nations Securtty Council Is in a furor over
whether to have open debate over the war. The White
House doesn't want to hear dissent from that quarter.
Others have suggested that It's unpatrtotic to condemn
the war now that we're In IL That doesn't explain why
there's so tittle dialogue at the law school. We are at a
u niversity - presumably we came here to learn something. People In my classes are not talking about the war.
certainly not talking about the regional Issues or about
what the world Is going to look like once It Is all over. Blind
acceptance of policies and government actions Is hardly
patrtotlc. Thoughtful discussion Is what this country Is all
about. Real democracy doesn't exist without dialogue.
and neither does real patrtotism. I think we need a little
more of that kind of thinking patriotism at the law school.
Melissa Malkiu (lL~

Placement Policy Needed
To the Editor:
I applaud the Federalist Society for hosting the panel
discussion Tuesday night where panelists and the audience debated whether the Placement Office s hould allow
the Department of Defense (DOD) to recruit In the law
school. notwithstanding DOD's avowed practice of discriminating against homosexuals. I found the discussion
at once enUghtening, disturbing. a nd challenging.
1 feel compelled to respond to a fellow audience
member who framed the Issue as the law school's search
to be ·politically correct.· The gentleman wondered openly
what entity would be next to fall victim to the Placement

Office's crusade for "PC ness." Would It perhaps be law
firms who allegedly engage In "union-busting?"
This thoroughly mlscharacterlzes the Issue. The
Placement Office Indeed should not engage In political
evaluations of employers. Its function Is to deal with the
employment of students. If the Placement Office were to
prohibit the DOD from recruiting here, It would be precisely because of how DOD recruits and hires, not because
of the substance ofDOD views or politics. The prohibition
would be based on notions of nondiscrimination and evenhanded treatment. not on PCness. In essence,lt would tell
all employers that they may use our facilities to recruit our
students only If they are prepared to judge each candidate
solely on the basis ofhls or her abilities and qualifications.
In fact. the Placement Office has already promulgated
such a poUcy. one which bars employers who discriminate
on the basis of sexual orientation from interviewing on
campus. The law school. however, carved out an exception to this policy for "public agencies· when It was
pressured by the university to do so. The unfairness of the
current situation Is thus enhanced by the fact that we treat
public entitles differently than we do private ones.
With a policy ofensuring even-handed treatment from
all employers. the Placement Office would judge each
employer by Its employment practices, not by its political
mission. Even the most PC employers could be barred.
For example, I consider myself to be an ardent environmentalist. a very PC label today. I have heard the painfully
telling descriptions of major environmental organizations
as racist because of the dearth of minority representation
on the staffs. lf an environmental group had a policy of
discrimination in hirtng (as does DOD). I would be among
the first to call upon the Placement Office to bar It from
recruiting in our school.
ltls unfortunate, as another audience member pointed
.out. that heterosexual appllcants would also be denied the
chance to interview here with DOD by such a policy. They
would certainly be the hardest ht by the Placement Office's
crusade for fairness. Yet fairness, after all. is what this is
all about. Until an employer- public or private- Is
willing to treat a homosexual applicant as fairly as a
heterosexual one, it should not be allowed to treat either
with our blessing.
Sincerely,
Roger Wynne, 2L
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Bush Selling the War

By Pete Donati
Over the last five weeks, commentators have drawn seemingly endless com·
parisons between the Vietnam War and the
war in Iraq. In these early stages of Opera·
uon Desert Storm, though, It appears that
President Bush and his mi!Harv advisers
learned their most Important l~ssons not
from Vietnam, but from the last preslden·
tJal campaign. The same tactics used by
George Bush to sweep to victory against
~lichael Dukakis are now being used with
success to ·sell" the war in the Middle East.
In George Bush's 1988 race, his managers used essentially three key media
manipulation techniques. First. they made
sure that every day the media received
carefully crafted ·sound bites· and "photo
ops.• Photographs at flag fartories or veterans' conventions were especially effecuve. Second, in order to prevent the media

from airing or publishing uncensored
Images, Bush's managers slrlctly controlled
access to the candidate. Finally. at the
behest of his sta1T, Bush avoided any subs tantive debate over many of the real Issues facing the country, such as the budget
deficit. the trade deficit. and the low savIngs /high debt tendencies of the American
consumer. Instead, he focused on such
tangential issues as Dukak1s' ACLU membership and prison furloughs.
The war In Iraq seems to demonstrate
that all of these tactics work just as well In
a military campaign as a campaign for
president. Photo ops and sound bites are
provided by the military briefings and the
stunning battlefield videotapes. Access to
independent news of the war Is restricted.
On the home front, according to 1\t!wsweek.
Bush's · spin doctors· fax "talking points"
almost dally "to party leaders. business

executives and religious figures friendly to
the administration.· These talking points
are then worked Into daily conversations
and casually dropped at cocktail parties.
Talk of justifications for the war and of
likely scenarios for the post-war Middle
Ea:;t are obscured by vacuous phrases like
"New World Order· and "hard work of freedom.·
In retrospect. Panama seems to have
been little more than a dry run. It was a
way for the administration to test its medln
tactics in the realm of foreign a1Tairs without getting burned. Like Operation Desert
Storm. the press In Panama was strictly
controlled. and the results. from Bush's
point of view. must have seemed encouragIng. It was not unW months after the
Invasion. long after the American publlc
had forgotten Panama's very existence,
that stories ofsoldiers killed by friendly fire

and of unusually high cl·.rllJan casualties
made their way Into the back pages of the
newspaper.
All of this Is not to say that Bush's
efforts are "wrong· or "misguided" - politicians can hardly be faulted for choosing
the most r.ol!Ucally successful path. Nor Is
to say that the war In Iraq Is necessarily
·unjust· or "immoral." Strong arguments
can be made that the U.S. Is protecting vital
Interests by Jnterventng In the Gulf.
It Is crucial to realize. however. the
impllc~tlons of Bush's public relations
·achievement.· He has made a major
American commitment to a far-away land
palatable, a task thought impossible after
Vietnam. Indeed, he has made It downright popular. Unfortunately for America.
'Val' now once again becomes a realistic
public policy option - an option that will.
In all likelihood, be used with much less
hesitation than before.

Mr. Bush, the Real Battles are at Home
By Nancy Paine
January 20, 1991
We're at war with Iraq. In a nation of
homelessness, collapsing public school
systems, rampant drug use and violence.
lack of health care to the millions of uninsured Americans. and decayin~ inner cities, our government Is spending its time.
money and energy on a war in lhe Gulf.
Operation Desert Shield cost the United
States and its allies $120 billion. The
Office of Management and Budget e.xpec ts
Operation Desert Storm to rost the United
Slates alone anywhere from $30 to $90
billion, depending on the length of the war.
And we. as American taxpayers, will finance that cost. Imagine how that money
could be used domestically. as our nation
attempts to rebuild Itself from the inside
out.
Why are we fighting this war?
More important than the lost money
are the lives lost to this supreme example
offailed diplomacy. And as we sort through
the body parts that return to the U.S. In
body bags. we'll find a disproportionate
number of black and brown limbs In comparison with the while ones. Why Is It that
although blacks constitute 12% of the U.S.
population, nearly one-third of the deployed forces are African-Americans? One
need only remember the recruitment tactics of the U.S. mtiltary during the past
decade. and keep In mind that over 1 /3 of
blaclt.s tn the United States live below the
poverty level.
In a nat!nn where 1/2 of the children
att'!nd inner c;typut-lic schools never graduate, Lhe U.S. :.ar.:.-d sen1ces promise reCruits the means of gaining techmcal
skills. of gett~ng a college educatic.u, of
learning a trade for life. and of leaving the
ghettos of lhis country.
In addition to an education. the mill·
tary pays its recruits reasonably well and
offers them bonuses of up to $12,500. An
entry level recruit starts out at a salary that
Is close to $2000/year more than the average tncorne ofa 20-year-old black man with

a high school education In the U.S.
In a nation of three million homeless
people. the armed services provide housing
to recruits and housing allowances to their
dependents. Low interest home loans are
also ava!Jable to those who have served in
the military.
FtnalJy, the m!Htary provides free health
care to Its recruits, at a time when 32.3
million Americans are uninsured. 20% of
whom are black. Such opportunities and
benefits provided by the armed services,
but denied by our society. explain why
many African-Americans attempt to escape the economlc racism of civilian life by
joining the military.
President Bush does not acknowledge
that such disproportionate representation
by minorities In Operation Desert Storm Is
an Indication of failed domestic policies.
He notes that unlike the VIetnam draft. the
troops In the Gulf voluntarily joined the
armed services. He emphasizes that It was
the CHOICEoftheseyoungmen and women
to serve their country. Really. Mr. Bush.
what 01HER choices were available? To
many people, the U.S. armed services were
the only chance at a better !lfe. Now It
appears that their enlistment will lead many
young hopefuls to their deaths.
Why are we fighti~ this war?
Every death In the Gulf weighs on the
conscience of America. And In comparison
with previous military conflicts. female
troops are risking their lives on a much
larger scale In lhis war. Slx percent of the
forces In the Gulf are women. And again.
a disproportionate 4'2% of the women
deployed are African-AmericM. The composition of the femalP ti-rce~ aside, I find it
l.!'l:'l!c that .1\merican w0r•. c., are asked to
sacrifice their Hves to preserve and to protect countries where they, as women, are
not allowed to drive a car, where veils deny
them of their own faces. where they can't
even venture unaccompanied out of their
own homes and where infidelity Is punishable by execution. I flnd it absurd that
decades after the birth of the women's

rights movement In this nation. American
people are called on to "liberate" Kuwait
and to help reinstate a man like the Emir.
who supports more than fifty wives. It
obviously will take much more to liberate
Kuwait than the mere return of land to Its
former rulers.
Why ARE we f'~ghting this war?
Is it because ofoil? Is it oil in combination with lhe faci that the U.S. has no real
energy policy? Is It fear of a ruthless Arab
tyrant? Is It a war of egos? Does it have
something to do with the fact that over l I
2 of Kuwait's $100 billion In assets Is
Invested tn the U.S.? Is It because Uncle
Sam has appointed himself World Chlef of
Police? Can the U.S. a1Tord to pollee the

world at a time when our domestic problems have reached a level of crisis?
Haven't we Americans learned that
fighting this war only leads to death and
c!estrucllon_and more qeath .ansJ destruction? Will it take twenty years of Hollywood
"Gulf War" movies before we Americans
learn that fighting this war, Indeed, only
led to death and destruction?
I wonder whether our nation would be
at war.lfthose represented ln the deployed
forces were the sons or daughters of our
white male president. and the sons or
daughters of his white male advisors. and
the sons or daughters of the white male
senators and representatives. all of whom
declared this war? I think not.

A War of Words
By Steve Chalk
As law students and legal thinkers. we

find fascination In abstractions, and unW
last month, the Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait
presented all sorts of Intellectual challenges, most of them centering on what
action we should take next.
Now, some five weeks into war, we face
the opposite pressure - to respond to the
crisis as if It's only a matter of the patriotic
heart. We fear exposing those most Involved. the soldiers and their families, to
the loneliness of ambivalence about the
wisdom of their Involvement. It's one of the
two major lessons, wt're told, of VIetnam.
And consequently. we're tempted to create
a unanimous swell of devotion and flagwaving, a strong exhibition of Americana.
The soldiers deserve our unswerving
support. They have to do a perilous job,
military-style, without the abi!:~J t ·~ second-guess that makes other actors ultimately accountable for what they produce.
Those other actors. however. include every
political official engaged in the use of rhetoric deemed necessary for the morale of
American troops.
Repeatedly. our top officl.als say we are
fighting for the · glory· and "dream" of

America, that this Is a war tntrlnslcally
aboul "right"versus -wrong: At first glance.
I hesitate to apply exalted labels to anything· that costs ltves~ · But the're' are other
Implications, too. Such expressions exceed both the show of support necessary to
boost the morale of our soldiers. and the
display of unanimity needed to challenge
Saddam Hussein (if indeed our unanimity
deters him: that remains far from clear).
We protect the values we cherish democratic government. self-determination, and access to oU (yes. that's a pivotal
value here) - by consistently supporting
them. not by lauding ourseloe~ as their
advocates. In Its zeal. "Instant patriotism·
reinforces the hostillty that long has permeated Third World attitudes about the
United States. When we "Win" this war,
and ~ve v:ill, we will still have to contend
v.ith that hatred.
1 now can - almost - believe that lhis
military engagement is something we need
to do. Time and the intransigence of a
ruthless dictator lncreaslngly seem to bear
this out. This Is not. however. a test of our
"honor,· redeeming our "glory· with "the

' See WORDS,
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Opinion
Why Going to War is Wrong
By Valerie Dawaon
The morning after the United States
and Its allies attacked Iraq. I attended the
anti-war rally on the mag and marched
with hundreds of others to demand that
the bombing be stopped and peaceful initiatives renewed. When I described my
parllclpationln the rally to a friend of mine,
he asked me. "Why did you do that? Why
protest the war now?"
In the face of dramatically Increased
public support for Bush following the early
'success' of the operation and decreasing
likelihood that the troops will be brought
home before Iraq Is decimated, it ls Important that anti-war actMsts answer this
question. What is the point of protesting?
The short answe:- Is that protesting the
war Is probably more vital now than ever
before.
First of all. even lf the realis ts among
us do not believe that Bush will stop the
war In response to our opposition. we can
hope that at least our efforts will encourage
a few would-be soldiers to s eek conscientious objector status. Perhaps, too, we can
dissuade the Amertcan public from electIng a man like George Bush again by reminding It what war is all about (as Is done
so effectively by the Installa tion on the
Olag.) Whatever the meager results of our
opposition. there Is one thing we do know:
those who do nothing acquiesce in the
violence.
Aside from the possible effects of prolest on policy. It seems to me that going to
classes. s tudying. and carrying on 'business as usual' as lf nothing Is happenir..g is
quite simply morally indefensible. Allied
and Amertcan men and women are being
asked to give their lives for a questionable
cause. and Iraqi worne:1. men, and children
are suffering lndese&ibably as bombs explode around them. All are victims of their
governments. Gathertng In publicwhether at vigils or slt-lns or pray-tns- is
a way of acknowledging and forcing others
to confront the moral gravity of this war.
Such acknowledgments are vital since the
media and the Pentagon seem determined
to make Operation Desert Storm a story
about Scuds. Stealths, sorties. and c!gltlzed maps Instead of a story about hurr.an

suffering and death. Protesting ls a way of
telling the truth.
There are other truths that need to be
preserved through protest. as well. The
night the United States attacked Iraq, Bush
came on television to tell us that "We have
no choice but to force Saddam from Kuwait
by force. · In the past few days. I've heard
a lot of people echo the sentiment that we
had done all we could to achieve a peaceful
solution. Well, that Is a lie, and we must
not let Bush change history by skillfully
dropping a few bombs. We had not d.me all
that we could: specifically, we had not
waited for sanctions to work. On Ja.. uary
14, Time reported that Iraq's lmpc ._., of
food and industrial goods had : een
squeezed to less than 1c::,;. :>fthe quanGJes
Iraq cvnsumed prtor to its 111\'aslon of
Kuwait. In the same artide. a fore ign policy
scholar asserted that Iraq would b t· l:'l
'de!'lperate straits' by the e~d of 1991.
Nearly half of Congress wanted ~o gtve
sanctions more time to work. To claim In
the face of these facts that we did everything we could Is nothing more than a lie.
Protesting is a way of preserving the truth
on this matter and publicizing Bush's
accountability for the needless loss of life.
We must publicize the truth about our
soldiers, too. The truth Is that rich white
men who have the most to gain from cheap
oil a re sending a n army that Is dls propor·
tlonately working-class.Afrtcan -American,
and Latino to die for them. Bush can be
cavalier about war because he can export
the human cost of the war toa group wholly
removed from his own. a grou p with virtually no political power. Ask yourself: would
George Bush volunteer to duel with Saddam Hussein? Then Is it fair that others
are asked to do so j ust because they have
Jess money than the Kennebunkport set?
Whatever your feelings about the wa r, our
class-based method of waging It Is absolutely unjust.
There is always a danger that history
will come to ~ rewritten In the light of
subsequent events (witness Ro nald
Reagan's autobiography). In this case, the
danger ls that a spectacular, hi-tech military campa!gn will begin to make It look as
lf perhaps George Bush was rtght all along:

WORDS
Continued from Page Three
blessing ofGod.· We have the most powerful and technologically supertor military
fore~ ever assembled. Goliath, had he
attempted a public relations campaign.
would never have persuaded anyone that
his Impending battle was glorious . David
has a more bleak but still persistent
counterpart In much of the Third Wcrld.
That counterpart Is the resis tance to which
Saddam Hussein appeals. Its ammunition
consists of Isolated words and events , Its
inspiration an Inarticulate fea r and loathingofthe powerful West Its only la nguage
Is our own. to the degree that our word:>
co~
people's worst fears. And It will not

nrm

go dov.-.1 with Saddam Hussein.
This war will end, and forty years from
now some United States' policymakers will
fondly recall a day In tr'!ir childhood when
someone placed little American flags in
their hancl·.-. ;;-,arched them down football
fleid•,, and !"!d them to chant ·u.s.A..
U.S.A· In a rhythmic, almost religious
lncanta~l.;.,, Then they will pick up the
newspapers. grumb1e at the International
section, and wonder how so many people
so fa r away can s till have such a visceral
hatred for a we:l-lntentloned land they
have never visited never seen - Indeed.
have known only by what It says.

perhaps using force was the only thing to
do. It is essential that we not let a selfserving. revisionist account of history repla ce what we knew to be true before the

bombing started. We must preserve and
publicize the truth that this war ls wrong
and no amount of gee-whiz mU.ltar; hardware can make it rtght.

Thoughts about the War
By .'John W.L. Ogilvie
Ti!:1 years ago I was very active In
CARD, the Coalition Against Registration
and the Draft. I quit for two reasons. First.
although war bothered (and s till bothers)
me because oflts tragic effects on so many
people, I realized that my main concern
was myself. I don't th!nk it's ·,;.,Tong to fear
dying, but it Is wrong not to be candid
about it. Second. CARD meetings were
effectively taken over by "other Interests.· I
resented their attempt to use me for ends I

d isagreed with by blu:·.mg the critical disUnction between opp )sing a peace-time
d raft (CARD's objectiv.:), and seeking overthrow of the government (the ultimate goal
of those other interests).
At least to the degree they raise the
need for candor, these experiences ~-e
relevant to the debate over the War 1.~ ~~
Gulf. As the cliche says, "!n anyw-:.: , truth
Is the first casualty.· In a spirit of candor.
See THOUGHTS, Page Six
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Monday. Feb ruary 18
TOP TEN REASONS TO CHECK OUT THE GREAT LAW/ BUSINESS SCHOOL
BANANA sponsored by Project Shelter, continuing through Wednesd ay In front of
Honigman Auditorium (Room 100) Hutchins Hall:
10.
Banana fever- catch it.
9.
A banana a day keeps Carl Pebworth away.
8.
You could win lunch for two at the Moveable Feast.
7.
Or $40 worth of grub at the Earle.
Or dinner for not one but two at Chi-Chi's.
6.
5.
Or $25 toward books and stuff at Border's.
4.
Or admission and drinks for two at the Bird of Paradise.
3.
Or a $15 gift certificate. plenty for Big Mike Melllere or two normal
people, to dine at Angelo's.
2.
Or a FREE ROUND-TRIP PLANE TICKET TO ANYWHERE in the
con tinental U.S.
l.
You can learn something about the problem of homelessness in Ann
Arbor and do a little bit about 1t by making a generous donation to the
Ann Arbor Shelter Association.
Project Shelter, a Jaw school student group, Is organizing this effort in an attempt to
raise money and consciousness In the law and business school communities. We invite
you to join us. Ask at the Room 100 table Lf you want more Information about Project
Shrlter.
LSSS Will meet at 6:30 in the Library SemJnar Room.
Tuesday, February 19
The Black Law Students Alliance . as the celebration of Black History Month
continues, presents "A retrospective of Afro-american Music" featuring The Bill Banfield
Jazz Quartet at 8 p.m. in the Lawyers Club Lounge. Coffee will be served. No admJssion.
onations requested.
Wednesday, February 20
Health Law Society: At 6:00 p.m., Mr. Henry Saad. partner with the Detroit
firm ofDicki nson. Wright. will be speaking re: The Americans with Disabilities Act. (The
discussion will include issues surrounding AIDS & drug testing also.) Refreshments will
be provided. This event wlll be held in Room 132 Hutchins Hall. Please join us!
Thongs on Ice: The law school's hockey team plays in the intramural finals at 10

p.m. at Yost Ice Arena.
Thursday, February 21
The Christian Law Students meet in the Cook Lounge. Section N of the Lawyers
Club. at 5:30 p.m.
Friday. Feb ruary 22
Environmental Law Society planning meeting at Noon. ELS office.
Saturday. February 23-Sunday, March 3
SPRING(?) BREAK
Monday. March 4
LSSS will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Library Seminar Room.
General Annou.-tcc men ts
1991-1992 FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS: Application materials for the upcoming
1991 -1992 academic year are now avallable from the Financial Aid Office. Packets may
be picked up from the table located directly across from our office door, 310 Hutchins

HaJJ.
PLACEMENT - Are you looking for a position? Stop by the Placement Office and
see Nancy. Carla or Amy. We'd like to know Lfyou're looking. Have you found a position?
Please flU out a job acceptance form available in Placement or on the table outside
Honigman Auditorium. Thanks.
Nippon Life Insurance Company Is offering.a summer seminar from August 20-26,
1991. on J apanese history. culture. fmance, production management, and employee
tnanagemen l. This seminar is available at no cost to three Michigan students. Students

must pay their own travel expenses to Tokyo. The applica tion deadlin e Is March 31, 1991.
Interested students may obtain informa tion and application forms from the Graduate
Office. 307 Hutchins
Hall.
Summer Sublet/ Housing: Studen ts wishing to sublet their apartments or describe
their housing needs may do so by filling out a preprinted 3 X 5 card In the small black
"Housing" box located on a table on th e 3rd floor of the Student Services reception area.
A copy of the completed index card will be sent to incoming summer starters in the
AdmJsslons Packet mailings beginning March 15, 1991.
Law School Orientation Leaders may now apply to be summerI fall and fall transfer
student orientation leaders. You may pick up an application from Sherry Kozlouski (30 1
Hutchins Hall). Selected leaders will be required to attend 3 train ing sessions In March·
April and a pre-orientation picnic meeting a t Dean Eklund's home.
Orientation will occur on:
Summer-- Tuesday, May 28 & Wednesday. May 29
Thursday. August 29 & *Friday. August 30
Fall
-Transfer student orientation (note: transfer students are especially needed to apply).
Universite Libre De Bnu:ells - Institu t D'Etudes Europeenes: Information about
study opportunities at the Institut is available in the Graduate Office (307 HH).
Application deadline Is April 15, and students must apply directly to the Institute.
Nominations Requested For St u dent Awards. The deadline for receipt of
nominations for student awards - the JaneL. Mixer Memorial Awards. the Irving Stenn
Jr. Award, the National and Michigan Associations ofWomen Lawyers Awards, and the
Mich igan State Bar Negligence Section Award - Is extended unW Friday. February 22.
Please submJt your nomination to Mickey Slayton, 303 HutchJns Hall.
To All May 1991 Graduates: Students interested in applying for a Bar Study Loan
through Lawloans must do so by February 22. 1991 to assure consideration by the
current lender. Those interested in applying for the Bar Exa mination Loan through Law
Access must do so by March 8. 1991 to be considered. Although students may apply after
these dates. the terms of the programs will be less advantageous. See the Financial Aid
Office in Rm. 310 for further details or call 764-5289.
CONTESTS: Please see Lisa Buyckes (31 0 HH) for more information on the following
contests:
The John Marshall Law School in conjunction with the Center for Computer/ Law is
sponsoring the Eighth Annual Computer Law Writing Competition regarding the legal
or regulatory Implications of a global computer industry. The winning paper will be
published and a monetary award to the author. Also a free trip to the World Computer
Law Conference in Chicago will be provided. Deadline- February 28, 1991.
The National Center for Preventive Law annually sponsors a Prize Award program
in three categories. The Awards are $1000 for written work by a student: $1000 for
written work by an attorney or individual; and $1000 for a project In preventive law by
a bar association. educ. institution, legal service org. or other group. Deadline - M!U'ch
l, 1991.
The American Bar Association Special Coordinating Committee Is sponsoring th e
Professionalism Writing Competition. Cash award of $1500. Deadline- March l,
1991.
The State Bar of Michigan Is announcing the Anti-trust Law Section Writing
Competition of 1991. Topic is to cover the Robinson-PatmanAct. Cash Award of$1000
will be given. Deadline- March 15, 1991.
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) is
sponsoring the 53rd Annual Nathan Burkan Memorial competition of 1991. First prize
$500, second prize $200 for essay certifled by the dean as the best on any copyright Law.
Deadline is June 15, 199 1. Papers will then go to National Panel of Judges for the
following awards: First - $3000, second- $2000, third - $1500. fourth - $1000, and fifth
National award Is $500. The National papers will be published in the Columbia
University Press.
Have a questio n? Members of the Quality of Student Life Communications
Subcommittee have requested that a question and answer column be added to the
Docket to address Jaw school issues of general concern. Please submit any qu estions
that you may have about various law school departments. policies. etc .. to Margaret
Palmer in 304.Hutchins Hall and responses will appear in upcoming issues of the Docket.
Any organization of Law School Department wahing to place an announcement
in the Docket: Please word the announcemen t as you wish it to appear in t he
Docket and deliver it to the Res Gestae's pendaflex outside Room 300 Hutchins Hall
before 5 p.m. on Friday to appear in the following Monday's Docket. For Docket
announcements when The Res Gestae is not publishing. con tact Mickey Slayton.
Room 303 Hutchins Hall.
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THOUGHTS
Continued from Page Four

then, here are my nominations for the Best
and Worst Arguments Favoring or Opposing War In the Gulf:
1. Wont Argument Favoring War:
President Bush's "kick ass· a pproach. I
s ay · approach" rather than ·grunt" or
something worse only out of respect for the
office. Th1s statement does not quallfy by
any s tretch as an argument. Desert Storm
Is not two kids fighting in a sandbox over
who gets to use the big truck. L1ves are at
stake. now and in the future.
2 . Wont Argument Opposing War:
Speaking at an ABA forum recently broadcast on C-SPAN, Prof. Moore of the University of Virginia Law School alleged that
Ramsey Clark made the folloWing argument: War In the Gulf Is !llegal under
interna tional law because Chlna's abstention from the Un1ted Nations resolution
authorizing force should be interpreted as
a veto. I don't know that Mr. Clark a ctually
made this argument, but It has two major
flaws in any case. First. as Prof. Moore
pointed out, abstentions have not been
treated as vetoes in the past. Second, and
I th1nk more Important. Is this a rgument's
lack of candor. By focusing on a relatively
technical procedural Issue, It Ignores important substantive questions. e.g.. When
should one nation (or group of nations) be
condemned for using force aga1ns t another
nation?
3 . Best Argument Favoring War in
the Gulf: "IA}ggressive wars are civil wars
against the International community.· "A
system of International law which can
Impose no penalty on a law-breaker and
also forbids other s tates to aid the victim
would be self-defeating and would not
help...to realize mankind's hope for enduring peace." In other words, we can either
stop Saddam Hussein now at painful cost
(lives have been lost, and more will be lost
on all sides before the War Is over). or we
can wait until he forces us to stop him later
at even greater cost (measured both by the
probably larger casualties of the delayed
war. and by the harm Hussein does In the
meantime).
I don't think the "Saddam is H1tler·
analogy Is perfec L Saddam's relative power
base Is smaller. and he hasn't set out to
sys tematically exterminate millions of
people. Moreover. there are credible arguments that he Is better than, or at least no
worse than. certain other Arab leaders.
But the analogy Is not empty either. I
stumbled across the statements quoted
above during research unrelated to the
War in the Gulf. They were made by
Attorney General (shortly to become Justice) Robert H. Jackson in March. 1941.
Taylor. The Nuremberg T'lials, 55 Columbia L. Rev. 488. at 489, 490 (1955).
There are several serious problems
with th1s "world order" argument. First. In
practical terms. the coalition fighting Saddarn consists mainly of the United States.
Israel's restraint. the mllitruy and moral
assistance of several Arab nations, the
involvement of other Western naUons. and
the finan cial contributions from naUons as
distant as J apan make it impossible to
argue credibly tha t the War in the Gulf is a
unilateral U.S. a ction. But one still has the
sense that the U.SA Is somehow setting
Itself up as Earth's Cop.

This brings us to the second serious
problem with the "world order• justification. Our ilismal history in Central AmerIca. our hypocritical relationship with the
Chinese government.· and the s truggle In
the Baltics provide ample evidence that the
U.S.A. is acting inconsistently. Of course.
Just because we've done a hu ndred and five
things wrong (to pick a n arbitrary underestimate) doesn't mean we have to screw up
the 106th time.
Asking why we're "doing llie right thing"'
now (if we are) when we've done wrong
before leads us to the third problem with
the 'World order" justification. Are we
simply trailing "blood for oil?" It's naive to
Imagine that the only effect of allowing
Saddam Hu ssein to control large portions
of the world oil supply would be a drop In
U.S. oil company profits. OU provides
immense leverage. and will in the foreseeable future. unless people become wlll1ng
to do without gasoline, plastic. cosmetics.
and all oil's other by-products. But It's also
true that a t some point the scale tips In
favor of Peace (1000 lives? 1000 lives on
each side? 1000 coalition Hves and 20.000
lraqilives? - how cynical do you want to

get?).
4. Beat Argument Opposing War in
the Gulf: The price Is too high. There are
several variations on this argument. Some
were discussed directly or implicitly above:
"no blood for oil." "the U.S. Is carrying the
load alone." Another variation argues tha t
there Is an unfairly high percentage of
blacks at rtsk. The racial bias argument
deserves discussion. but It Is about problems with U.S. society as a whole, not
about the war per se. I don't think most
people who make this argument would
approve of the war even If the battlefield
racial mix did match the rn1x in the U.S.A
as a whole.
However. the racial bias argument does
raise a point appropriate to this narrower
discusslonof thewarin the Gulf. Everyone
In the National Guard knew or should have
known what they were risking by signing
on. That doesn't mea n the troops don't
deserve our s upport and respect. They do.
I am happy to note that no one I know of. for
or against the war. has demeaned the
troops .
There Is another set of arguments

against the war. which may be charact e r·
lzed as "too high a price· arguments. b u t
which are perhaps better phrased In terms
of rights a nd duties: "leave the solution t o
the nations in the region.· "the U.S. hasn't
the moral a uthority to set Itself up as
Earth's Cop.· Implicit In these argurnen~
Is the Idea that the moral or practical priet
to be paid for violating the system of righ b
and d uties is too high. The most pertinen:
reply to these arguments Is the · wodc
order· a rgument above: the coalition h as tt
Intervene now to enforce the rtght of nations like Kuwait to be free from intematlonal aggression.
In the end. there are no clear count e r
arguments to an assertion that the price d
war Is too high to pay now, or that it will b.
even higher later. It all comes down n
balancing one pos s ible future again.S
another. something most of us have trou b 1
doing even as individuals. much less a
fellow lives on the planet. There Is n o v.cr;
to take all paths. compare the results. an:
then choose the best one to travel for rea
But at least we can be candid about oc:
views of the trade-offs.

~e~sbrie~ --------------p~Io_y_u_s_wT~~ili~sc-~~.7~-a7~-o-n~llire~b~~~~~G
Other officersofthe grouplncludeVIce
President Tom Shaevs ky. 2L. Press Secretary Dan Plants . 2L. His torian Dave WIIJe.
2L. and SergeantatArms Pete Herman. 2L.
·we will be asking for MSA recognition
Special to the R.G.
and funding. We will also be holding liveStarting with this Issue. The Res Ges- Ins: Wa rren said. "STUDS finds the a potae will publish "The Docket.· the law liti<;al position of Support Our Soldiers
school's weekly a nnouncement sheet. The (SOS) unrepresenta tive of most of the s tuJaw school will continue to publish the dents on campus-aflerall. most s tudents
Docket as necessary during periods when not only s upport our soldiers, but believe
The Res Gestae is not published.
the war Is both jus t and necessary. Of
The Res Gescae has promised to print course. SOS has very honorable 1ntenall announcementsjust as they would have tions. On the other hand, SAUSI (Students
been by the law school. Notices can either Aga inst United Sta tes Intervention) Is just
be put in the R G. pendaflex or handed to another knee-jerk Leftist reaction by IsolaMickey Slayton, Room 303 Hutchins Hall. tionJsts and hypocrites who talk about
They must be received by Fridays a t 5 p.m. supporting freedom and liberty worldwide.
to be published In the following Monday's but are unwilling to make any sacrillces for
Docket.
those causes.·
Since It began publishing in 1950. the
RG. has provided room for free announcements of general interest to the law school.
On October 18. 1974. the Docket first
a ppeared as the name of the R.G.'s anBy Valerie Dawson
nouncement section. Allliough free anRetired MaJor General Hugh Overholt
nouncements were still ava1Jable. the R.G. and Law School Professor Suellyn Scar stopped publishing the Docket In Septem- necchla deba ted the Issue of recruitment at
ber of 1980, when It changed to Its current
the law school by public agencies that
newspaper tabloid format.
discriminate on the basts of sexual orientaThe law school thereafter began pub- tion on Tuesday night In Hon1gman Audilishing the Docket In response to com- torium.
plaints that not all announcements were
Overholt. a graduate of Arkansas Law
being published In the R.G.
School. is a former Judge Advoca te General of the United States Army and was
Ins trumental In developing the Army's
sexual orientation policy.
Scarnecchla Is a professor In the Child
Advocacy Clln1c a t the law school.
The debate was moderated by law
By Peter Mooney
A pro-war student organiZation has school ProfessorTheodore St. Antoine. who
began by sketching a brief history of the
emerged In the Jaw school.
law
s chool's pol1cy regarding employers
S tudents United for Desert Storm
who
dlscrlrn1nate against gays and lesbi(STIJDS) President Michael D. Warren Jr.
ans.
2L. said "The purpose Is to show our supAccording to St. Antoine, the law school
port. not only for the soldiers. but for the
had no policy on the matter until 1988.
principles beh1nd Desert Storm.·
when It passed a resolution banning em-

Docket Added to
R. G•

Military Recruiting
Debated

Pro-War Student
Group Formed

sexual orientation from using the Place·
ment facilities. The untversltyad~~r::-a
tton objected to this resolution and . S :
Antoine recalled, a compromise was reache:
whereby the Jaw school retained the gereral prohibition but created an exce ptio·
for ·public agencies." This Is the policy b
effect today.
Gen. Overholt defended the military !
policyofdiscrirn1naUng aga1nsthomosext!
als and argued that the armed forces ~
entitled to use the Placement facilities a.
the law school.
"Joining the mllitaiy Is not an empl<J?ment contract.· he said. "What would tx
clear discrimination ifyou were working fc:
a company is not discrimination in tht
military."
Overholt likened the army's policy c
sexual orientation to the requirement the
applicants be under a certa1n age. In t:
same context.. he noted that people wil:
certa1n physical hanilicaps are also b
from the military.
lbere is a policy that homose."'(Uality
1ncompatible with mllitaiy service.· he scuc
"TTlls comes not from any lnstltutlon
bias. but from the reasons for the milltaJy
Overholt argued that if the law scho
were to ban military recruiting becau se
the mllitruy's sexual orientation policy.
would be unfairly denying the availabtl:t
of recruiters to students who are lnteresto
!n m.ilitaiy careers.
Professor Scamecchla began by d!:
putlng Overholt's claim that the milita:pollcy on s exual orientation Is not empiOf
mentdiscrimination. "We are talking abo1
not being able to get a job because ofyoc
sexual orienta tion.· she argued. "It's fur.
damentally unfairnot to give someone a jc
because ofa characteristic they have thar·
not rela ted to the job.·
Scarnecchia urged that "legal. mora.
a nd ethical imperatives mandate an a.'1t
discrimination policy at the law schooL·
The debate was s ponsored by lb
Federalist Society.
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Baseball Salaries App~oaching that of Lawyers
By Jeff Guelcher
This week I have decided to add my
\'Oice to the growing chorus of baseball fans
who are outraged by what Is going on with
respect to player's salaries. If some dras tic
action Is not taken soon (meaning: before
the start of the 1993 season). the game
v.•hich we all love will be well on Its way
down the path towards Its ultimate and
unavoidable demise.
Alreadywe have witnessed an unprecedented escalation In player salaries.
Whereas It took decades for the top salary
In the league to grow from $100.000 a year
to $500,000 per. In the last six or seven
years. the top player has gone from making
one to making five mllllon dollars per season. At the present rate of growth. 10 and
20 mUUon dollar yearly salaries w1ll be
upon us before the turn of the century.
Baseball is enjoying popularity and
revenues unequaled In Its history. b ut the
growth on that side of the ledger pales In
comparison to the alarming rate at which
the cost of operating a successful baseball
team Is s kyrocketing. There Is simply no
way that revenues can keep up with the
growth In salaries. Last year, despite record attendance and television revenue. ten
of the twenty-six major league franchises
lost money. Each day another player sign s
a contract or wins an arbitration case.
thereby making his fellow players hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars more valuable on the market.
The principal cause of this unacceptable s ituation Is free agency. It drives clubs
who have the money to spend to make
ridiculous offers to avaUable ballplayers.
These offers and stgntngs have the residual
effect of forcing other teams to spend
comparable sums In order to retain comparable talent. At the same time. these newly
Inflated salaries Influence the decisions of
arbitrators. thereby exacerbating the problem. It Is an endless. self-feeding vicious
cycle.
Ofcourse no one Is willing to a ccept the
blame for the absurdity of the situation.
Each tlme a player demands a ridiculous
amount for his next contract. he says. ·rm
just trying to get what a player of my callber
Is worth. Look at the n ew contracts Canseco
and Clark just signed.· S imilarly. every
time a team signs~ player to another one of
these obscene d eals. they defend their
a ctions by pleading. "If we didn't pay him
this amount we were going to lose him to
free agency next year.· or "We're just tl)'lng
to Improve our ballclub. and the price of
doing so Is high In today·s market.· So the
system continues to perpetuate Itself. and
everyone Is too afraid of losing out to stop
playing the game.
The first victims of this evil system will
be the small market teams. Teams like this

year's two N.L.C.S. participants. Pittsburgh
and Cincinnati, w1ll probably lose a large
chunk of the talented cores of players they
developed through solid farm systems and
Intelligent trading of young players, because there simply will not be enough
money to go around. Meanwhile, the winning tradition of the Kansas City Royals
may become a memory. unless Ewing
Kaufman really does have an inexhaustible
supply of money. This Is to say nothing of
the effect on teams like Seattle and Cleveland, whose long-suffering fans (like me)
now have little reason to hope that a consistent winner Is anything more than a
fantasy.
The ultimate victims of this all will of
course be the fans. Initially. ticket prices
will rise at a more rapid rate than u sual.
Soon the percentage of our citizenry who
can afford to go to baseball games more
than once a year will become miniscule.
This fact will worsen the situation, thereby
making games even less affordable for the
average American. Eventually. the worst of
all evils will arrive: Pay Per VIew. This curse
will reduce the numberofpeoplewho actually see major league baseball games to a
number commensurate with the legions of
fans who attend women's profes s ional
basketball games (Yes, The Detroit Dazzlers do exist).

Once the average kid In America Is no
longer exposed to baseball. he w1ll have to
tum elsewhere to fmd his summer heroes.
Soon we will be a nation of rabid soccer
enthusiasts. Ch ildren (at least those who
don't have video games In their homes) will
not have any hand -eye coordination.
Municipalities across the land will be forced
to put moats around the local stadiums'
fields and barbed wire fences between
sections In the stands to keep opposing
fans from pummeling each other. Penalty
kicks will be considered more exciting than
ninth Inning homers. The dreadful possibilities are endless.
I have just painted a depressing picture. Drastic action must be taken In order
to stave off this Impending Armageddon.
The solution Is simple: salary caps and an
end to unrestricted free agency. Of course.
if the commissioner ordered such measures he would have lawsuits on his hands
In a matter of minutes. As a result. the
action must come from a higher authority.
Congress can mandate the rules by which
players and owners must play their games.
the President can sign the new law and
enforce It, and fmally. the Supreme Court
can Ignore any constitutional problems the
new rules might raise. A perfect opportunity for our political system to put Itself to
work for the good of our society.

Thongs Ice Route to Finals
Despite an Inauspicious start. which

saw them fall behind 2- lln the first period,
the law school's beloved Thongs On Ice
pummeled the hapless Alpha Tau Omega
(AT-Zero) team In the Intramural h ockey
semi-finals 10-4.
The next Thongs' game Is against
powerhouse Theta Chi Wednesday at 10
p.m. at Yost Field House in the finals.
Coach Patrick "The Boss· Romain urges all
law students to support the Thongs by
coming to the game. Scouting reports describe the frat weasels from Theta Chi (QC)
as a ·scoring machine.·
Yet the Thongs showed against ATO
that they also can put the puck In the net.
Though our law school hockey heroes
started off slowly, by periods two a nd three
they had left the boys from fraternity row

frentlc and fra?.zled. Speed-demon cen ter
Tassle "Slash" Ma rkou. 3L. fleet -footed
forward Marty "Hud ·Lobdell, 1L. and acrobatic defenseman Dave "Dion· Wells. 3L.
scored virtually at will as the downcast
ATOs angon tzed over how this will aiTect
tum out at their next rush party.
Like a two-day-old keg, the once fu llbodied ATOs fizzled and died as the game
wore on.
Markou. Lobdell and Wells were given
the Molson Golden three stars of the game
award. Other standouts were the flamboyant trio of Bill "The King· Burford, 2L. Eric
"Son ny· Gurvttz. 1 L. and Tom ·ztggy Stardust· Petko. 2L.
No one is quite sure when or by whom
the goals were scored. But consensus opinIon h as It that Markou and Lobdell each

The Thont• consoUne AT-Zero after Wed nesday night's tame.

had three goals. while Wells knocked In team we're playing In the finals Is awetwo. Frank "Ringo· Gaeta. 2L. Is also be- some. They're undefeated. If we don 't back
lieved to have scored a goal.
check. get the puck out of our zone and
These feats of athletic prowess were play our positions we're gonna be In
accomplished despite the ATO's efforts to trouble: said the ever-confident 'Boss'
adapt to hockey pick-up moves perfected Romain.
at "little sister· parties by grabbing and
All of this requires that Thongs fans
clutching Thongs players unlucky enough arrive in force. prepared to verbally humiliate the fresh-faced frat boys from Theta
to be in scoring position .
Despite their majestic performance last ChJ. Romain promises the team will play
Wednesday, the Thongs big-Wigs are con- "old-time" hockey.
cerned about the upcoming finals. "The

Jodis Takes the Big One
Special to the R.G.
In this year's Jaw school basketball
tournament, 2nd-year team Otis Jodls
captured the coveted t-shirts by convincingly beating 3rd-year team Hardwood DIn
the final . To reach the final, Hardwood D
relied on a 2-man full-court trap press. In
early round games the press effectively
forced turnovers that were converted into
easy points for Hardwood D. ln the final,
h owever. Otis Jodls demonstrated superior speed and ball control, breaking the
press and dictating the tempo of the game.
Forcing Hardwood D into a half-court game.
Otis Jodls played zip-lock defense forcing
sharpshooters John Mueller. Mike Carrithers and Joe Alexis to take low-percentage shots from well beyond the three-point
line.
On offense It was all Otis Jodls. Big
men Fred "The Crime Dog· Dawkins and
Tim "Too Big"' Williams controlled the paint
as if they had been Issued a license and a
gun with which to do so. Thomas ·sugar
Stroke" Newsome found his shot in the
semi-final game and continued to frustrat~

the opponent by hitting three-pointers with
ease through the final game. Tom "Ople"
Howard combined precision shooting and
expert ball-handling with strong reboundIng to bolster his claim on MVP h onors.
Charles "Hardy Boy" Ruck contributed a
solid all around performance. To round
out a strong team effort. s ixth-men Jeff
"Pearl" Amann. Todd "Manute" Rubenstein.
Sgt. Jeff Hinebaugh. and Ted "Big House·
Craig consistently Infused the team with
timely scoring. tough defense, and crafty
steals throughout the tournament.
For all their dominance. Otis Jodls
received a scare In the first round. eking
ou t a one-point victory over spirited first
year team
The Big Train. Behind Clay "Bozo Dis"
Guise. The Big Train proceeded to rub the
floor wtlh consolation bracket opponents
and easily took third place. Unfortunately
for the Big Train. all members oflocomotive
Otis Jodls will return next year. thus projecting The Big Train as the caboose for a t
least another year. The Dings. anoth er
first year team. led by Adam Schlatner.
took fourth.
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- - Ask Dr. Manitsky

A Moose, Nintendo, and Toe Jam
Dear Dr. Manitsky.
I have a pretty close friend here at the law school. He's
agoodkldand he'ssmart(BookAwards. Law Review, etc.).
To keep him anonymous, let's just call him "Moose.·
Moose has been seeing this woman since early last
year 0 think). Actually. none of his friends is sure what's
going on. One day they're seen together. the next there is
no sign ofher. They're never affectionate. but he brings her
to various events (Law Review dinner. Casino Night. etc.).
Needless to say, we're all confused.
Personally, I think the relationship follows the mating
pattern of the moose. Am I right? What's going on here?
-Concerned and Confused
Dear Concerned and Confused,
Moose has been seeing Carol since November. She
works at the Ann Arbor News, and my sources tell me that
she Is pursuing a masters degree in Public Relations.
When I spoke with J. Thomas (2L)-I mean "Moose"-he
said that much of their time consists of playing Super
Marlo Brothers on the Nintendo Entertainment System.
I agree that this moose-like behavior Is strange. As
you note. Carol and The Moose made an appearance at
Casino Night. I spoke with them, and all seemed well.
Indeed. Carol was most cordial with Dr. Manitsky and
Greg "Aerobics· Arovas (2L) when we spoke at the blackjack table. My hunch Is that Moose Is trying to play it cool.
In any case. keep me posted.
- Dr. Manitsky

•••
Dear Dr. Manitsky.
As you may have noticed, Sharyl Hirsh (2L) bas a cast
on her foot. She says It was an accident. but the word on
the street Is that she was selling her services as a domlnatrtxspectallztngin footfetis hes and one of her clients got
a bit too frtsky. Is this true? Perhaps you treated her. Dr.
Manltsky. I had heard you were a pederast. Don't they
treat feet?
-Picking my toe-jam in Ann Arbor
Dear Picking,
I spoke with Ms. Hirsh. and she dented the "foot fetish·
story. She did not. however. explicitly deny that the Injury
occurred In a sexual context. Who knows ....
Regarding your second question: Although I am a
doctor, I did not treat her Injury. As a pederast. I only treat
the feet of young boys.
- Dr. Manltsky

• • •
Dear Dr. Manltsky.
Are you, In fact, omnipotent. omnipresent. and omniscient? Or do you merely seem that awesome?
-A Fan
Dear Extremely Perceplive and Wise Fan.

Law in the Raw

Many people have written in about this. Perhaps w
could meet over dinner and discuss it ....
-Dr. Man!t.sk,

• • •
Dear Dr. Manitsky.
I saw Tom S haevsky (2L) and [a female) (2L) walking t
the Law Quad at 4:00AM. a couple of weeks ago. The!
were both In pajamas. and I overheard the female say. •
don't have any underwear on· and Tom reply "Neither d
I." Can you please explain this bi.zarre behavior?
- Woken Sudde~
Dear Woken Suddenly.
I spoke with the female (who wishes to remain anon:y·
mous despite my pleading with her to let me print he
name). and while she admits that she was walking v.ri.tl
Tom, she denies that she was walking sans underpants
Moreover, she doesn't quite remember what Tom ~
wearing Hanes-wise.
Interestingly enough. Tom confirmed your version d
the story In its entirely. He added. however. that they·n
"just frlends. •
-Dr. Manit.sk:)'
Keep sending in letters! If your letter didn "1
appear in this issue,look for it next weeki Write t o Dr.
Manitsky, cfo Andrew Manitsky's pendafiex.

By Blum, Oana, Welsh & Wisotzkey

Superman Hu No License to Fly
Holy legal thicket. Batman! You're going to jail.
Or so Robert M. Ingersoll would have it. A mildmannered Cleveland public defender by day, Mr. Ingersoll is by night a vigilante. punishing superheroes who
Ignore due process. Two years after he graduated from
Jaw school in 1981. Mr. Ingersoll started a column in the
Comic Buyer's Guide that berates comicwrtters for their
legally inaccurate scripts. In one column, pollee arrested Batman for taking 12-year-old Robin into a
dangerous situation and forcing the Boy Wonder to wear
a conspicuous yellow and red suit, while Batman hides
in the shadows. "I got him out on parole in a follow-up
column,· says Mr. Ingersoll. In another, the IRS wanted
Superman to pay millions in back taxes. But the comic
strip let the Man ofSteel off through a loophole: He could
claim everyone on Earth as a dependent. "'That's simply
not true." asserts Mr. Ingersoll, who recommends prison
time for Supennan. "Dependents don't include someone
in Tanzania whose life you saved by preventing a meteor
from crashing to Earth." According to Mr. Ingersoll,
Superman should instead have applJed for nonprofit
status.
And for all his cunning. Spiderman shouldn't escape the long ann of the law. either. Mr. Ingersoll insists
Splderman can't merely wrap robbers in a web and
scuttle off. He must appear in court to press charges.
and that would mean taking off his mask and disclosing
his Identity.
"Great ('aesar's Ghost!" respond Mr. Ingersoll's crit·
ics. "1 think there's a case for not letting the facts get in
the way of a good story," says comic strip writer Mick
Barr. who admits to penning legally inaccurate Batman
episodes. "Batman doesn't want to mess around with
those tawdry legal procedures-that's why he's Bat·

..

'

man. He might as well be a cop If he's going to follow the
law.·
Wall Street Jownal
Thanks to Margaret

Overheard on Sub-two .••
Being popular in the law school is like being the leper
with the most scabs in the leper colony.
Secret urn sp!es are everywhere.

Cheer Up, 3Ls ?
A study conducted of lawyers in Arizona reveals that
40% of law students were clinically depressed by their
third year of law school. After a year on the job, however,
the rate fell to 18% (still three times the national average).
Remember, though. that's In Arizona, not New Yorkl
Wall Street Journal
Thanks to the SMBAS

Uve phrases, and sarcastic asides. No one understands
his point unW he gets to the verb at the end of the
sentence, but the students cheer anyway because they
a ppreciate a well-turned parallel construction. No
questions are asked or comments solicited. Instead, the
professor chooses a v1llain from among the gathered
students. illustrates how he or she Is a threat to the
Republic, and supervises the students in drMng him or
her out of the country. However, the Professor's glory Is
short-lived: at the end of the semester he Is assassinated
by d isgruntled friends of the exiled students as he tries
to escape the Law Quad in a curtained sedan chair.
Togas for all parties required.
Thanks to one of our loyal readers
Os that you. Rolph ?)

The Warhollstic Method
Each student gets fifteen minutes.

Student Lawyer

No Shirt, No Shoes, No Semce?
SeemJngly fascinated by the antics of our very own
Barristers, a group of law students taking a break from a
pa.rty (masquerading as Editorial Board selections) were
overheard In the library Friday night chanting to the
security guard. · use your gun, use your gun."
Really. everywhere!

BACK BY POPUlAR DEMAND. ...
Three more alternatives to the Socratic Method

The Saddamic Method
One student beats the snot out of the smallest and
richest student In the class. The professor and other
students try to break up the fight while throwing sucker
punches at their neighbors, hoping they won't be n oticed during all the confusion. The student is consk:lered successful if he can find a way to blame the whole
fight on Israel.
Thanks to Mfke Troy

The Clceronlc Method
The professor orates for several hours to an enthralled
hall of students. The professor's sentences are several
paragraphs long and full of dependent clauses, subjunc-

UIR is cwrently soliciting (tsk. tsk, what dirty minds.
you have) "descriptions· of upper·level classes for a
course-selection column. Keep those conbibuUons com tng.jolks!
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